We understand how essential a strong network infrastructure is to your institution’s success. You need to be connected to a robust and reliable network service, regardless of your size, location, or resources. That’s why we created Integrated Access Service (IAS).

We know not every institution can justify the cost of connecting to the NYSERNet Research & Education (R&E) Network, and many find it difficult to procure fast, redundant internet service within budget limitations. IAS addresses these challenges by bundling R&E network access, our Content Peering Service, and long-haul network transport into one affordable 10Gb service. We tailored IAS to your needs, because our network was created by our members, for our members.

IAS Benefits

- **Geographic Equalizer** — eliminates location as a barrier reaching service providers anywhere in the NYSERNet footprint
- **Research Support** — enables access to state-wide, national and international research opportunities
- **Cloud Enablement** — streamlines access to key cloud providers and solutions
- **Redundancy** — provides additional commercial network connectivity to alleviate one major factor in campus downtime
- **Stable Performance** — delivers effortless response to fluctuating real-time application demands
- **High Speeds** — improves the user experience for your entire campus community

Key Features

- Access to the NYSERNet R&E network, Content Peering Service and Internet2
- Standard 1 Gb of R&E/Internet2 access
- Ability to deploy VLANs across our infrastructure to reach third-party service providers, including commercial internet services, cloud services, and data centers
- Discounts on NYSERNet training services, VMware services and support

About NYSERNet

NYSERNNet is a nonprofit organization advancing the research and educational missions of our members by delivering a full range of customized, progressive, and affordable end-to-end data and networking technology solutions. We also offer our community opportunities to collaborate and improve through professional development trainings, conferences and events.

www.nysernet.org/IAS
membership@nysernet.org